IBM Systems Lab Services —Power Systems, Db2 for i

Db2 Row/Column Access Control (Data Security) Workshop
Overview

Key Features

This facilitated workshop will consist of understanding the business and technical
requirements for successfully implementing and maintaining data access control and
governance via Db2 for i Row and Column Access Control (RCAC). It will include a
discussion and guidance on data access roles, responsibilities and restrictions that meet
the requirements, as well as possible application and database modernization and reengineering activities needed to successfully design and implement RCAC.

Deliverables

Discussion items include:
•
Application and database architecture(s)
•
Development languages and tools
•
Data access methods and paths
•
Database user roles, responsibilities and restrictions
•
Performance and throughput expectations
•
Feature and function overview of RCAC and related topics

Target Audience
•

•

Presentation material in PDF form

Duration
Four consecutive days on-site

Resources
Db2 for i : ibm.com/systems/power/software/i/db2
Wiki: https://ibm.biz/Bd4fFb

I/T Personnel with database knowledge and responsibility; Security Administrators

Benefits
•

The requirements review and solution ideation will be conducted at the client's location or
in Rochester, Minnesota through a series of interviews and facilitated discussions with
the appropriate business leaders and technical leaders. The session can include an
overview of Db2 for i database architectures, best practices and project methodology.

On the surface, RCAC seems simple, but like most things, there is a number of
considerations that require proper planning and implementation. Performance,
exposures through trigger programs or journals, HA/DR and more. This workshop
covers the best practices to help you build the right plan for implementation.

Team Contacts
Owner: Doug Mack mackd@us.ibm.com
Find a Lab Services Opportunity Manager in your area -> http://ibm.biz/LabServicesOM

Qualifying Questions
•

Thinking about RCAC? There are many subtle considerations in implementing it –
and you don’t want to mess this up – are you interested in getting expert guidance?

ibm.com/systems/services/labservices
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